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Activity 1 – Growing connections
Q1: The story Good Morning World! was written to try to be “typical” and have some relevance to students in as many parts of the world as possible. Rewrite both forms of the story so that it more accurately described the typical morning of young people in your country.








Q2: Many people see globalisation as something to do with international finance and trade, multinational compaies the Internet, Hollywood and Boolywood movies and other threats to local identity and culture. Why do you think Robert Muller’s World Core Curriculum seems to be much wider than this?








Q3: Read the quote:

A child born today will be faced as an adult, almost daily, with problems of a global interdependent nature, be it peace, food, the quality of life, inflation, or scarcity of resources. He (sic) will be both an actor and a beneficiary or a victim in the total world fabric, and he may rightly ask: “Why was I not warned? Why was I not better educated? Why did my teachers not tell me about these problems and indicate my behaviour as a member of an interdependent human race?”

It is, therefore, the duty and the self-enlightened interest of governments to educate their children properly about the type of world in which they are going to live. They must inform them of the action, the endeavour, and the recommendations of their global organisations … and prepare their young people to assume responsibility for the consequences of their actions and help in the care of several billion more fellow humans on Earth.

Source: Muller, R. (1982) New Genesis. Shaping a Global Spirituality, Doubleday, New York.

When you read arguments as persuasive as this quotation, it is hard to understand why all school curricula do not have a strong global perspective. Yet, this is not the case in many parts of the world. What reasons do you think curriculum writers or teachers may have for neglecting the global perspective?





Q4: How would you answer them?





Activity 2 – Circles and systems
Q5: Describe a school program you teach – or maybe studied as a student – that was based upon the concentric circles approach.




 
Q6: What do you think were its advantages and disadvantages?


 
Q7: Do you think the World Core Curriculum follows the concentric circle or the systems approach? Why?



Q8: Select three lessons that you would find interesting to teach and describe the systems that students are learning about. Also explain why you would find these lessons interesting to teach.
I find these three lessons interesting …
Lesson 1:
The reason is …


The systems students are learning about are …



Lesson 2:
The reason is …


The systems students are learning about are …



Lesson 3:
The reason is …


The systems students are learning about are …




Activity 3 – What is globalisation?
Q9: Match the examples of globalisation you analysed to the different parts of Robert Muller’s World Core Curriculum.
Factor of Globalisation
World Core Curriculum












 
Q10: Summarise what you have learnt, this far, about globalization.




 
Q11: Identify an example of each of the four dimensions of globalisation in Good Morning World! Also provide an additional example of each one from another aspect of your life. 

Dimension of Globalisation


Economic

Example from Good Morning World!



Example from your experience



Environmental

Example from Good Morning World!



Example from your experience



Cultural

Example from Good Morning World!



Example from your experience



Political

Example from Good Morning World!



Example from your experience




Activity 4 – Drivers of globalisation?
Q12: Where do you stand on the choice of “free trade” or “fair trade”? Why? Where did the ideas behind your position come from?







It might seem impossible or, at least impractical, but every week four-wheel-drive trucks made in Japan bring crates of Coca-Cola to a remote Mayan community in the Yucatan of Mexico when the community lacks running water and electricity in their community. The same thing happens in villages in many parts of Africa and Asia.

Q13: How can this be?



 
Q14: Draw a diagram to illustrate the interconnectedness of the drivers of globalisation. 















Q15: Explain how the global music industry illustrates the free trade, MNC, communications and consumer drivers of globalisation.









Activity 5 – Evaluating globalisation

Q16: Summarise the major advantages and disadvantages of globalisation.







Q17: Where do you stand on globalisation: (a) as an individual, and (b) as a teacher?







Q18: What ethical dilemmas might you face if your views of globalisation as an individual and as a teacher are relatively similar?







Q19: What ethical dilemmas might you face if your views of globalisation as an individual and as a teacher are very different?







Activity 6 – Globalisation: Further investigations
Q20: What can be done to help ensure that national leaders take better note of A Fair Globalisation: Creating Opportunities for All?




 
Q21: Compare and contrast the impacts of the global financial crisis on food security and health in your country and one of those studied by the World Food Programme.




 
Q22: What do you believe should be done to address the slow progress on towards achieving the MDGs?





 
Q23: Consider the likely impacts of these principles. Identify (i) the two you believe to be most beneficial to the poorest people in the world and (ii) the two that might be least beneficial. Explain the reasons for your selections.







Q24: How seriously do you believe the drivers of globalisation will be undermined by the global financial crisis in 200?? Why?






 
Q25: Review the pillars of deglobalisation in Activity 6. Consider their likely impacts. Identify (i) the two you believe to be most beneficial to the poorest people in the world and (ii) the two that might be least beneficial. Explain the reasons for your selections.

Two most beneficial to the poor
1.
2.
Reasons for selection







Two least beneficial to the poor
1.
2.
Reasons for selection







Activity 7 - Reflection
Q26: Which of these conferences would you most like to have attended? Why?



Q27: (From Q2) Many people see globalisation as something to do with international finance and trade, multinational companies the Internet, Hollywood and Bollywood movies and other threats to local identity and culture. Why do you think Robert Muller’s World Core Curriculum seems to be much wider than this?





Q28: (From Q3 & 4) Read Robert Muller’s persuasive argument about global education again. In the light of what you now know about globalisation, what rationale would you give for including global perspectives in the curriculum?




 
Q29: Read David Hicks’ rationale for global education. Use this to review your answer to Q28.




 


